Tuesday 23 October

**MORNING**

8.00 – 9.00  Registration

9.00 – 10.30  **OPENING REMARKS**

**STAFFAN DE MISTURA**  Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

**CARLA ELISA MUCAVI**  Mozambican Ambassador to Italy

**ELISABETTA BELLONI**  Director General for Development Cooperation - MoFA

**ISSATOU DialLOW**  World Food Programme

**STEFANO GATTI**  EXPO 2015

10.30 – 10.45  **Coffee break**
MORNING

10.45 – 12.45
First session
WOMEN IN RURAL AREAS BETWEEN VULNERABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY

Panel 1
Work for food? Household, farming and the market
Chair: Gabriella Rossetti (IAO/GENDER and Ferrara University)

Strategic partnerships for rural development: a gender analysis of key international policies and the Mozambican case study
Roberta Pellizzoli (IAO/GENDER and Bologna University)

How can family farming feed Senegal? Which role for women?
Marius Dia (ROPPA - SENEGAL)

Empowering women through access to and control over land in context of neoliberal policies: findings from an action research project in Manhiça District - Mozambique
Irene Almeida (FORUM MULHER - MOZAMBIQUE)

The new challenges for the rural areas of the South
Flavio Lovisolo (General Directorate for Development Cooperation)

12.45 – 14.00
Lunch

AFTERNOON

14.00 – 16.00
First session (cont.)
WOMEN IN RURAL AREAS BETWEEN VULNERABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY

Panel 2
Whose land for what: “gendered” agrarian reforms?
Chair: Mario Zamponi (Bologna University)

Formalizing rights, reconciling with legitimacy. Discourses and practices of land securitization and women’s participation in Burkina Faso
Cristiano Lanzano (IAO/GENDER e Università di Torino)

Securing (women and men) land rights in Mozambique: experiences with paralegals
Marianna Bicchieri (FAO - MOZAMBIQUE)

Women and access to land capital in rural Burkina Faso: state of the art and challenges for the aid and development sector
Pierre-Aimé Ouédraogo (GRAF – BURKINA FASO)

Securing women’s access to land: lessons learned by the ILC through action-oriented research in Eastern and Southern Africa
Luca Miggiano (International Land Coalition)

16.00 – 16.15
Coffee break

16.15 – 17.30
ROUNDTABLE
New perspectives for international cooperation in rural contexts: the role of civil
Chair: Monica Sisto (ASCA)

Daniela Colombo (AIDOS), Cinzia Giudici (COSV and LINK 2007), Gabriella Oliani (COSPE), Rossana Scaricabarozzi (ACTIONAID), OXFAM Italia
Mercoledì 24 ottobre

MORNING

09.00 – 11.00  Second session

KNOWLEDGE AND SUBJECTS
Gender, territory and vulnerability

Panel 3
Chair: Paolo Sarfatti (IAO- Istituto Agronomico per l’Oltremare)

Territory, local development and gender in the programme “Fondo Italia-CILLS”
Egidio Dansero (IAO/GENDER and Torino University)

Village-scale gender-oriented land use participatory mapping: a method to be tested
Monica Petri (FAO)

Gender and multidimensional indicators: potentialities and limits to their application in specific contexts
Angela Calvo (IAO/GENDER and Torino University)

Food crisis, vulnerability, planning and public expenditure management in the rural areas of Sahel:
from emergency to a structural approach
Mauro Pedalino (General Directorate for Development Cooperation)

11.00 – 11.15  Coffee break

11.15 – 13.30  Second session (cont.)

KNOWLEDGE AND SUBJECTS

Panel 4
Mainstreaming tools: institutions, associations, international networks
Modera: Bianca Pomeranzi (General Directorate for Development Cooperation)

Access to rural markets for small farmers: which limits, which benefits, and for whom? A gender
perspective on the Mozambican case study
Cecilia Navarra (IAO/GENDER, Torino University and Namur University – BELGIUM)

Gender issues in rural contexts: challenges and perspectives for action for women’s leadership
in Senegal
Binta Sarr (APROFES - SENEGAL)

Rural and agricultural development in Mozambique and the role of associations
Edite Cunhete (ORAM – MOZAMBIQUE)

Representing and interpreting women’s lives for development interventions in rural contexts: the
“Zarese” case study in Louga, Senegal
Agnese Migliardi (IAO/GENDER and Torino University)

13.30 – 14.30  Lunch
AFTERNOON

14.30 – 16.00

Third session

NEW PARADIGMS: WHAT HAS CHANGED AND WHAT HAVE TO CHANGE?
Conclusions and way forward

PANEL 5

Chair: GABRIELLA ROSSETTI (IAO/GENDER and Ferrara University)

Christine Okali (FUTURE AGRICULTURES CONSORTIUM - UK)
Martha Osorio (FAO)
Caren Grown (USAID)
Clare Bishop-Sambrook (IFAD)
Bianca Pomeranzi (General Directorate for Development Cooperation)